Janez Juhant
Theology in Slovenia

1. Basic facts:

1 Population (number, ethnic differentiation)

Slovenia is the most western nation among the Slavic nations and located at the important geographical crossing between Romanic, Slavic and German nations. Slovenes have thus had to provide for their survival under the pressure of Germans and Romans. Christianity came to Slovenia from Aquilea and Salzburg through Irish-Scottish monks. The Germans in particular hindered the autonomy of the Slovene people and thus prevented the missionary work of Cyril and Methodius, imprisoning Methodius in Ellwangen (Germany), because they sought to exploit the missionary work for imperial purposes. As a result, the Slovene people had to establish their political framework within the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

The time of national growth deepened the pressure of the dominant nations of Germany and Austria on other nations. Slovenes, Croats, Serbs in the South and the Czechs and Slovaks in the East decided during the First World War to separate themselves from the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The Slovene politicians Anton Korošec (1872-1940) and Janez Evangelist Krek (1865-1917) worked toward the separation of these nations and their subsequent reunion with the Serbian Monarchy in the Monarchy of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, also known as the First Yugoslavia (1918). The new state could not solve the problem of nationalism and the leading nation, Serbia, oppressed the other nations so that the state could fall. Around this time, the king was assassinated and the Second World War started.

The communist revolution occurred during the war. There are about 46,000 victims of the revolution in Slovenia. During the war, about 1000 civilians were killed as opponents of communism as a part of communist executive policy. After the war there were about 15,000 Slovene people killed by the communists. Because of its geographical situation the Slovene area was the location of the mass-killing of all of the anti-communist populace. The collaborators of the occupiers (about 150,000 people: Germans, Croats, Serbian Chetniks and members of other nations) fled to the West. Some of the them were captured by the communists, some of them were given by the western (Anglo-American) troops to the communists because of the Yalta agreement between Anglo-Americans and Soviets. About 20,000 Slovenes emigrated to Italy, Austria, USA, Canada and Argentina.

During the communist period, the Catholic Church was controlled and suppressed. Many Catholic priests and laymen were imprisoned and some of them were killed. The migrations, executions and oppression were mostly inflicted on the Catholic population, so that the “quality” of population changed evidently. This means that the public life afterwards was directed in a “revolutionary manner”. In the words of Berdjajew, the communist man was a rough man, a man of violence. It also meant that Catholic sensibilities and mentality were dispelled from the public life, and could only be cultivated privately.
The changes of 1989 brought about formal democracy but the communists remained in major positions of society and they still significantly directed public life. The Slovenes had their own state and thus formally, they were free to decide about their own lives. The believers could practise their religion, but they had to fight with the repercussions of the long communist era.

**Slovenia and Catholicism**

Traditionally, the main religion in Slovenia has been Catholicism. There are about 1.8 million Catholics (about 82% - Slovenia has about 2 million people). The second major religion is Islam. There are about 2.4% Muslims and about 2.3% Orthodox Christians and 0.8% Protestants. Protestants were very important for the Slovene language, because they wrote the first Slovene books. Although Slovenes have some older documents in Slovene language (Brižinski spomeniki), the first Slovene books were published by Protestants. With the translation of the Bible into Slovene (Jurij Dalmatin, 1547-1589) and with other religious texts like the catechism, the Protestants established the Slovene written language. Because the Slovene region was under the governance of Habsburg House, the most of Slovenes had to remain Catholic. Only in the North-East was there a Protestant aristocracy and there, Protestantism remained.

Orthodox Christians came to Slovenia from Serbia and Bosnia, while Muslims came from Bosnia and Kosovo. Many of them came to Slovenia as so called “guest-workers”, some of them as refugees in the time of wars in Bosnia and in Kosovo. Most of them now have Slovene citizenship. As many other former communist countries, Slovenia has a very liberal policy towards other religions, but under the governance of the former communists the Catholic faith was still treated with disdain.

**Faculty of Theology in Slovenia**

Slovenia has three university centers: Ljubljana, Maribor and (new) Koper, near Trieste. There is only one faculty of theology in Slovenia; it has two departments. The main center is in Ljubljana, because the faculty is the member of the University of Ljubljana. The department in Maribor has an entire program in theology, not incorporated in the University of Maribor, but as a part of the University of Ljubljana.
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Both departments have about 550 students yearly. Among them 66% are women, and there are about 100 candidates for the priesthood. It is surprising that students are so interested in theology, as this
education does not offer many possibilities for jobs. One reason for this is that the other faculties of humanities and social sciences are not ready to open free research and educational programs.

The faculty has three programs: Program of Theology (5 years) with the university diploma of theology. The second one is an Interdisciplinary Program. The third one is so-called Technical Program “Theology”.

The first program, the regular study of theology, is intended for candidates for the priesthood but can also be undertaken by lay persons. Lay persons undertaking this course of study often have difficulty obtaining employment, particularly in the area of teaching. In Slovenia, there are neither Catholic religious lessons nor any kind of religious teaching in schools. There is a choice-program of Religion and Ethics in the last three years of the Nine-Year Primary School, but pupils can choose among the following subjects: Religion and Ethics, Rhetoric, and second foreign language. Few students end up choosing Religion and Ethics.

The second program is combined with other disciplines. In Ljubljana it is a combination of Theology and some subjects on the Faculty of Arts (Philosophy, History, Languages, a.s.o.), while in Maribor it is a combination of Theology and Pedagogy with the Pedagogical Faculty of the University of Maribor. The program takes four years and these graduates can more easily get a job in schools.

The third program is a technical one and is for those students who have not taken an exit examination (matura), particular for candidates for the priesthood who have not completed any state exit examination.

It will be very difficult to renew the programs through Bologna’s Declaration. Neither the Church’s authorities nor professors are ready to accept the new university degrees with a three years bachelor degree and a subsequent two years master’s degree. What the bachelor of theology can do and what it means for two further years of study for the master of theology, is a difficult question. There are many difficulties in the combination of different theological branches in this new strategy.

Slovenia has two bishop-seminaries (in Ljubljana and Maribor) which house and train candidates for the priesthood, and also some religious-seminaries of Franciscans, Minorits, Jesuits, Capucins, but all candidates study at the Faculty of Theology in Ljubljana or in Maribor. There are 38 (Ljubljana) and 8 (Koper) seminarians studying with the faculty in Ljubljana, and 37 seminarians with the faculty in Maribor.

During the communist era there were two low seminaries with their own high schools, and one seminary in which the seminarians went to the state school. The first one was of two dioceses, of Ljubljana and Koper, and it was in Vipava, the second one, of the Salesian community, was in Želimlje, and the third one, from the diocese of Maribor was in Maribor. In the independent Slovenia the seminaries were transformed into regular high schools with state concession and with both men and women scholars. Slovenia has now four high schools of this kind. Although there are no seminarians in these high schools, they are very important places of Catholic education.

The Faculty of Theology in the former Yugoslavia was a very important ecumenical institution. It organized ecumenical meetings between Serbian Orthodox, Croat Catholic and Slovene Catholic theologians. These meetings were an important place of ecumenical exchange. The theologians from the Ljubljana Faculty played the leading role in this discussion, a cause they were not burdened from
national and cultural prejudices. Slovene theologians have a long tradition in ecumenical work. France Grivec\(^1\) (1878-1963) was the leading ecumenical theologian in the area of Middle Europe. In the time between the two World Wars he organized the ecumenical congresses in Velegrad (Chechoslovakia). From the role of Cyril and Methodius he stressed the necessity of a new ecumenical movement and he prepared the ideas of the Second Vatican Council. He spoke in his works about the spirit of the new profound and brotherly spirit of the ecumenical Christianity, which should bind the orthodox and Catholic Christians. The communist period broke with this tradition, but because the communists supported the Serbian Orthodox Church as a national church, they were interested in this form of dialogue. In this way they were able to promote their political image as liberal communists.

The History of Theology and Theological Teaching

Because Slovenes have not had their own state since the early Middle Ages, the Catholic Church was the main institution which has protected, guided and kept Slovene’s temper. Slovenes depend on the Church. They also fear the representatives of the Catholic Church—priests. There is a Slovene saying: “You should take a priest only for salt.” Despite this, priests and bishops were for a long time the only intellectuals in the Slovene nation. They worked not only for religious purposes, but also for cultural, economical, social and political affairs of Slovenes.

Theologians in particular were the first politicians, agricultural educators, social workers and cultural awakeners of the nation. This role was especially important in the time when the Slovene national consciousness began. The neoscholastic movement in Slovene regions in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy was not only a philosophical revival but a mass national movement. The Catholic national movement at the end of the 19th century contributed to the political, cultural, social and economical programs for the development of the Slovene nation. Janez Ev. Krek (1865-1917), Aleš Ušeničnik (1868-1952), Anton Korošec (1892-1940), and other theologians and priests guided this work. Catholic theologians played an important role in the advancement of the national and political independence of the Slovene people. In the 1920s, Catholics in Slovenia like those in some other countries of Europe tried to find a more spiritual Catholicism and in doing this, they differentiated themselves. A very important group was the one of Crossedes, who played an important role in the Slovene Liberation Front. They helped communists to take power over the Slovene nation and to achieve the revolution.

After the revolution at the end of the Second World War, the communists began their fight against the Catholic Church and religion. The influence of this fight against religion and the Church still remains in the phase of the so-called transition.

It is very important to stress that in speaking about theology in Slovenia and in other post-communist countries it should be assumed that:

1. The Christian tradition of faith in these countries has been rapidly fragmented by the new societal situation. The transition has brought about sudden changes in religious attitude.

\(^1\) Conf. F. Grivec, Konstantin und Method, Lehrer der Slawen, Wiesbaden 1960.
Freedom makes possible a free religious practice, but also a quick extirpation of traditional religious habits. People can live freely and they can decide freely regarding religious questions too. This is the same situation we have in the western countries with a longer democratic tradition, but the process there was more organic. Because of this, the task of the theologians of these countries is to deal with the problems of a postmodern society. It is necessary to involve in this work sociologists and psychologists and to cultivate an interreligious dialogue, which has been traditionally a theological task.

2. Through the changes in the transition, a new discussion about the role of the religion in society took part. In Slovenia this discussion was opened in the twenties and thirties of the last century through the new spiritual movement in the Catholic Church. Communism stopped all discussions about the role of the religion in a society, and Christendom was pushed to the sacristy. Only members of the Cyril-Methodius Society could write under the communist government.

3. But publications of these theologians were self-censored. Theologians by themselves had to take care that they didn’t write about themes or problems that the communists did not agree with. This is true also for ethical-religious issues. Theologians had to control their statements, in order to avoid making the communist leaders angry. The Cyril-Methodius Society in particular was remunerated for its loyalty to the communist authorities. Because of this, theology was mutilated. It was pushed into certain narrow societal passageways and it could not really openly address the relevant societal or political questions of believers. This was the fate of the so called “Contextual-Theology” of auxiliary bishop Vekoslav Grmič (1923-2005) from Maribor. He proclaimed this theology as a theology of self-governance and wanted to stress that the state communist system of self-governance had theological implications. But the Yugoslav system of self-governance was a communist trick to gain more control over the citizens. In this manner bishop Grmič gave support to the system of secret police. In his theology, bishop Grmič criticised the hierarchical structure and the authoritative style of the Catholic Church but he did not say anything critical about the state communist system. When questioned about this, he answered that he is not competent to criticise the state but only the Church’s authorities. The contextuality of the theology of self-governance was only an ideological help for the communist system. As a result the Yugoslav system was because of its system of “self-governance” the most cunning of all the communist systems. The position of theologians was very difficult and it left consequences also in the time of transition.

3 Cf. J. Juhant, Globalisierung, Kirche und post moderner Mensch, Münster (LIT) 2005.
5 Cf. J. Juhant/V. Potočnik, Mislec in kolesja ideologij (The Thinker and the Wheels of Ideology), Ljubljana (Družina) 2001. The Society was founded on September 1st 1949, so that through it the communist leaders could control the Catholic Church. The members could collect money from the believers, they could insure themselves socially, and they had the old age pension insurance.
6 The bishop personally to the author in the communist times.
The Faculty of Theology contributed, along with other main faculties (Philosophy, Law, Medicine, Technical Sciences), to the foundation of the University of Ljubljana. The Jesuits founded in 1619 in Ljubljana a department of theology and as a result the University of Ljubljana recognizes this date as the beginning of the university studies in Ljubljana. The study of theology continued until December 1919, when the University was founded. Theologians also had an important role in the foundation of the Slovene Academy of Sciences and Arts. The philosopher and theologian Aleš Ušeničnik was the head of the Initiative Committee of the founders of the Academy (1938). He was for more than fifty years the leading person of Slovene Catholics and of the whole Slovene nation. He was a member of the Pope Romane Academy St. Thomas fo Aquinas in Rome.

There was also a theological high school in Maribor until 1941.

After the revolution in the year 1947 the Faculty of Theology was excluded from the University of Ljubljana. The High School in Maribor was cancelled. With the decree dated by the authors June 31st (!), the Faculty of Theology from Ljubljana was declared a private Church institution. In May of 1991 the Faculty regained its status as a state institution and on 18 November 1992, it was reintegrated in the University of Ljubljana. The University declared the habilitations on the faculty members were in conformity with the university policy on habilitations. The professors started to get regular salaries – they were very small at the times when the faculty was only a church institution and it was very difficult to work without books. Henceforth professors could take part on the competitions of the Ministry for High School, Science and Sport for science researches. The students of theology received a regular status as students,--acknowledged by the state.

The Faculty of Theology now has authority at the University. This means that all regular procedures: habilitations, research, teaching, and examinations with all regulation in relation to the students is hold by the University. The Church has a great chancellor and professors have to be approved before the habilitation by him. But this is a practical solution and there is no legal regulation between the State and the Church in this matter. Because there is only a formal agreement between the Holy See and the Republic of Slovenia about the status of the Catholic Church in our society, most problems of this relation are open. Slovenia has no religious lessons in schools, there is a hospital care of souls but it is not paid by hospitals or by the state. There are many other questions to be solved.

After the Faculty of Theology was reintegrated in the University of Ljubljana it gained many students. Because there are no religious lessons in grammar schools and it is difficult for these students to procure employment. There is still a negative attitude in the society toward religion and consequently against theology. The Faculty of Theology was often declared as a Trojan Horse of the Church so that the Catholic religion can seek influence in society.
A new situation is the integration of Slovenia into European Union. Slovenes now have new courage and these changes have been echoed in the larger society.

A new challenge for theology in the university is the process of Bologna. It should renew all programs and develop a new framework for teaching at the university a new framework, a new pedagogy, and reorganized program for the achievement of the diploma. After three years, a student should get the bachelor's degree diploma and then, after another two years a master's degree in theology. It would be helpful if the Holy See would arrange for those studying theology in institutions in the EU could earn a master's degree. This solution has been arranged for the study of medicine (without three additional years of study for a bachelor’s degree).

It is very difficult to change the mentality of the professors and to adapt them to the new mode of teaching. Theologians are stretched between the care for the integrity of the discipline and the new issues brought about by changes to the global society. In the transitional society of Slovenia, theology has taken a part in the societal changes as well.

There are some tensions between biblical and philosophical contents in the curricula. Professors of the Bible are convinced that the biblical contents are the decisive contents of the theological study. Professors of philosophical subjects call person’s attention on the hermeneutical process of the word of God, which requires good knowledge of philosophical, psychological, and sociological conditions of man. It is very important especially in the post-communist countries. People here do not have enough hermeneutical experience, because they were systematically trained not to think but only to obey. For the same reason it is very important that all theological disciplines are open to the problems of time and space. The Slovene theologians are not ready enough to open their thoughts to real problems of the postmodern person. They take very important changes in our society slowly by transition from the communist system to democracy, and by the challenge of globalization. But they are not alone. Theologians in the world Christian church also have difficulties on this matter.

There is also a problem with the relation between theologians and the church authorities. There are not any troubles between the Slovene theologians and the Slovene Church authorities. But there are not so many viewpoints regarding how to deal with the problems of the postmodern person. Some professors have no idea what theology should do in this situation. On one side, they stress that theology has to be ecclesiastical and should obey and observe all orders of Rome. But on the other side they are prepared to cooperate with different political, economical and other powers to attain more influence in the society. The faculty has not made any common statement concerning the real societal and ecclesiastical problems of the Slovene Church. They do not have any opinion of lay men and women. The Slovene Church synod gathered some opinions about this area but it has not opened the discussion about the real problems of the Church in our society. The synod has not developed a strategy concerning the Church’s approach to the problems of our society. Because there are many students of theology, they will require new decisions about the role of theology in the society and in the Church.
Reception of the Vatican Council

In the communist era, the main event for Slovene Catholics was, besides the Protocol-Holy-Seat-Yugoslavia, the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965). In the former communist countries it was difficult for bishops to get permission from the authorities of the state to take a part on the Council. Bishops were also instructed, as to what they should say at the Council. Most of the communist states didn’t give the permission to all bishops. The communist leaders decided it with the motto “Divide et impera!” They only permitted some bishops to go to the Council. “The most general characteristic of the participation of the bishops from the communist countries on the Council was the limited freedom through the decisive role of the politics of communist rulers... It is a historical question, how the bishops of the other so called ‘free countries’ could realize this problem of the freedom of the bishops from the ‘iron curtain’. The affected Churches have after the political change now to decide this question of the real freedom in the Church and in the society.”

All Slovene ordinaries received permission to go to Rome. In turn, they all signed the declaration against the condemnation of the communist system.

The Slovene Church was well informed about the events on the Council. The news came through the Vatican radio; the Church newspaper Družina was informed by the agencies from abroad about the events at the Council too. There were bulletins of by the state-organized society of the Catholic Priests Nova pot (New Way). In particular, the professor of theology Stanko Canjkar wrote regularly his estimations and statements about the events of the Council. He stressed the different streams of the Council. Because of the influence of this theologian on the Constitution about the Church in the Present World this document was very welcomed by the Slovene Church. It was widely appreciated that for the first time women could participate on the Council.

Družina wrote that the Council with this Constitution confirmed its raison d’etre. It presented the main themes of the Constitution. Družina wrote: „With this Constitution the main conclusion of the Council was realized.‟

The Slovene Church presented the new ideas of the Council despite its difficult situation.

It was, however, very difficult to promote these ideas in the daily life of the Church in Slovenia. The communists closely controlled the life of the Church and they were not prepared to allow free...
thinking. The best example is the professor of spiritual theology of Gregoriana Jesuit Vladimir Truhlar (1912-1977). He decided to return to Slovenia. As an open-minded theologian who especially stressed the meaning of the theologian and spiritual experience\textsuperscript{14} and who sometimes criticized the Church’s authorities, he was very welcomed by the communists. He wrote two interesting books about the Council: *Pokoncilski katoliški etos*\textsuperscript{15} and *Katolicizem v poglobitvenem procesu*.\textsuperscript{16} These books had a very important influence, especially among Catholic and liberal intellectuals. In his books he stressed the important role of laity in the Church and he argued for the synodal principle in the Church. He tried to implement these ideas in the Catholic Church of Slovenia, but the communists worried about this project and they prevented him from being influential. He ultimately went abroad again and died in Südtirol (North Italy). Truhlar pointed out the problem of freedom of theological thinking, while he stressed the spiritual experience of faith like Karl Rahner. But this free experience pleased neither the Catholics nor the communists. Theologians criticized the openness of the theological system because for them, faith through too much experience would not be objective enough. The communists saw in this theological openness a potential danger for their rigid totalitarian system.

There were other theologians who tried to combine communism and Catholic theology. It was a question of survival to find ways of cooperation. The philosopher Janez Janžekovič pointed out the immense role of ethics as a bond between Marxism and Christianity.\textsuperscript{17} He thought that a socialist system (like it was the Yugoslav communism) was much better than the capitalist one.\textsuperscript{18} The communist teaching about the equality of all people was estimated by him as a common ground of meeting for Christians and Marxists. The goal of ethics—to reach the good life—should be in the same sense the ground of socialism. “Our enemy is not socialism but only atheism.”\textsuperscript{19} But the communists understood that the theologians had to subordinate themselves. They could use only limited freedom, and they had to accept the totalitarian order of the society. It was the time of the so called “dialogues”.\textsuperscript{20} But the communist authorities of the Marxist states understood it differently than the Christian thinkers. If J. B. Metz wrote about “the public responsibility of the Christian faith in the society”\textsuperscript{21}, the communist dictators did not allow any public manifestations of Christianity. But through Christian comprehension, theology has to take the responsibility of social situation. It was important in the communist times – even though it was very difficult – and it is very important in the postmodern secular society. It is the problem of freedom of theology and its covenant to the situation of people as it

\textsuperscript{14} In 1974 Truhlar’s *Leksikon duhovnosti* (*Lexikon of Spirituality*) was published, which was translated in several languages.


\textsuperscript{18} The same work, 54.


\textsuperscript{21} The same work, 138.
is pointed out at the beginning of the Constitution of the Church in the contemporary world: “The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who are poor or in any way afflicted, these are the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ.”

This task cannot be performed, if theology doesn’t understand itself as a symbolic theology, as Rahner says. To be open for the otherness of the world it means for the otherness of man. It is impossible in a closed dictatorial society. Theology should not be lost in any system. But it is a problem of Catholics, because they were trained in obedience through the system of the Church. Like Zygmund Bauman, says, obedience is the problem of education in a rigorist system.

Freedom and the condition of theology in transition

The main problem of theology is the problem of freedom. The former communist countries have “the unhappy gift of freedom” (Josef Tischner). The pressure of the communist regime made people unreceptive to an open use of freedom. The socialistic person has been trained hierarchically, centrally and authoritatively. The main authority was the secret police. The political leaders gave themselves the right to decide about the lives of their citizens. Through the secret police, the party had control over the lives of citizens. It was very important that all citizens were under complete control.

The party held especially strong control over the Church and the believers. They had some priests as collaborators, because they compelled them with their methods of pressure to work with the secret police. It was not so difficult, because the Church’s hierarchical system is a good foundation for this dialectic of order, as Zygmund Bauman says. The Exilslovene Dušan Lajovic, living in Australia, published a list of Slovenes who were controlled or who as collaborators of the secret police controlled other citizens. There were 1,000,000 Slovenes (fully half of the population) involved in the web of control. But it is an anomaly of post-communist society of Slovenia that the plaintiff accused the publisher, instead of accusing some of the former collaborators of the secret police. It has opened a heated discussion about the rights of the persons on the list and the rights of the people who were prosecuted.

The problem of the Slovene post-communist society is that the influence of this secret web is so strong that nobody involved in it is prepared to speak about these connections. The problem is that there are clerics involved in this web and some of them are now collaborating with the transitory communists. As a result, the relations between the citizens are not made clear. Citizens are afraid because there are old connections and the former communists have still societal power. The situation

---

24 Zygmund Bauman, Dialektik der Ordnung (Dialectic of the Order), Hamburg 2002; cf. S. Milgram, Obedience to Authority: En Experimental View, London 1974, XI.
changed with the entrance of Slovenia in the European Union. But it is still difficult not to know who were - or still are – collaborators with the communist leaders.

Because of it the wrongs have not been solved, and those people who were victims of the communist regime are still victims of it, even though they are in a formally democratic state. It is very difficult to free people from the clasp of communism. The reason for this is that the former communists not only in Slovenia, but in other countries as well, still have much power in society. Jože Pučnik was the head of the parliamentary commission for the Investigation of the Revolutionary Processes off Law and Mass Killings. He found out that the relatives of victims and the causers were not prepared to speak about this. There is an agreement between old communists not to say anything about these events.

It makes difficult to speak about the truths in the society and also in the Church, if these relations are not clear. So it is very difficult to speak about freedom in theology, if theologians are not ready to clear their positions. The synod of the Church of Slovenia added nothing to solution of this question. But without this the conclusions of the synod will remain only on a paper. The Church didn’t say the last word in this processes and it could not pose the strategy for its work in the future. Theologians couldn’t dialogize about their role in this processes and so they couldn’t help the Church to reach the full freedom and to help to free other citizens.

A problematic position of religion and theology in a transitional society

The Chair of Philosophy and of the Institute of Christian Philosophy and Ethics on the Faculty, the author of this article, has completed in the last years much research and has organized symposia about this complex Slovene history. He published 16 volumes about the relevant questions of our history, particularly of our Christian tradition. He began his studies on Georg Hermes and on the problem of the relation of modernity and Christianity from Kant until the Marxist period. There were established the Institutes of Religion, of Ecumenism and Dialogue, of History, of Moral Theology and the Spiritual Questions of the Time and two programs paid by the Ministry for High School, Sciences and Technology. Through this we have investigated the fundamentals of the Christian culture in our tradition. During 50 years of communism the Christian roots of our culture were negated. It is a question of rightness to give stress to this heritage. The second motif was the search for Christian values in our society. It is the question, if, how and what kind of role do Christian values have after 50

29 Tajništvo sinode Cerkve na Slovenskem (Secretary of the Synod in Slovenia), Izberi življenje (Choose the Life!), Ljubljana 2000.
years of communism, which tried to expel the Christian tradition out of our society? It is combined with the question of our national identity. We worked this topic out in several publications. The book of the philosopher Janez Markeš addresses the problem of national identity and its combination with the collectiveness of Christendom in Slovenia and its influence on the Marxist conquest of Slovenia. It remains an open question of Slovene history and especially of the Slovene history of Christianity.

The author of this article published as a result of the project “The Sense and Value of Religions," a book with the same title. It is the work of a theologian investigating the topic of religion. There are also “investigations" of religion by Slovene sociologist, but these sociologists are Slovene Marxist sociologists. And this is an important problem. In the communist times the so called “sociologists of religion” dealt with religion in order to expel it out of society. They played a very important role as assistants of the former communists supporting their continued dominance on the top of the post-communist society. They proclaimed religion as harmful for society and worked out a program to dispel it out of society. They had the full organizational support of the communist leaders to fulfil this task. It is very interesting and understandable that the leading Marxist sociologist Zdenko Roter, a colonel of the secret police, was the main interrogator especially of priests who were jailed. This group of sociologists made with their own methods and with the support of the communist politicians and political ideology that believers felt inferior in the society. Because of it they kept their political role in the time of transition. People are still afraid to show their new societal relations. It was decisive that the transitional communists could retain their political role in the society after the changes, too. They organized a political and electoral campaign for the former communist leaders. One of them, sociologist Niko Toš, guided the public opinion centre and tried to adapt the public opinion so to make benefit for the former communist party. As a head of the Institute for the Public Opinion he is a close collaborator of the post-communist nomenklatura. It also helped that the former communists carried out the privatization to their advantage. This group of sociologists with professors of other professions indoctrinated students and, through the media, the whole Slovene society. They especially tried to retain the role of Catholicism in the society in the framework of the communist era, which is private and isolated. This ideological role has been seriously questioned since Slovenia has joined the European Union.

Present work of Slovene theologians

The ordinary professor of philosophy Janez Juhant wrote books about the Slovene social-political history and the history of philosophy, and a book on anthropology. He published an

32 Cf. J. Markeš, Točka nacionalnega nesporazuma (The point of the national misapprehension), Ljubljana (Promag) 2000.
34 J. Juhant, Zgodovina filozofije (History of Philosophy. Antiquity and the Middle Ages) Ljubljana (Družina) 2001; Človek v iskanju sovje podobe Filozofska antropologija. (Man searching for his image. Philosophical anthropology), Ljubljana (Claritas) 2003.
anthology with the title “Theology in the rupture of the time”. There the problems of the individual theological branches in the relation to problems of the society of transition are presented. The author showed that theologians could not realize enough the burning problems of theology in this time. Theologians in Slovenia and over the world do not pay enough attention to this topic. The book of Juhant globalisation, Church and the Postmodern Man deals with the principal question: Has the Church anything to say to the postmodern man? Changes in the society are so deep and so tectonic that society needs a new access. The priest is a narrow passageway between the postmodern democratic and individual world, and the hierarchical structure of the Church. The Church has to decide if it is prepared to come down and to accept this situation of the postmodern individual man. The research program of Juhant deals with values of individualism and the possibility of attaining social capital for the life of the society and the Church.

One part of the Slovene theology and religious philosophy was importantly shaped by a Slovene outspring of Brentano’s or Meinong’s stream in philosophy. Its main representative France Veber (or Weber) (1890-1975) started as a succesfull pupil of Meinong in Graz. In 1920 he started his career at the University of Ljubljana and became the first professor for philosophy at the Faculty of arts in Ljubljana. Until 1945, when communists came to power he was, together with Ušeničnik, the main personality of Slovene philosophy and was extremely popular. Afterwards it was dangerous to discuss his philosophy and so it was left in oblivion. Later Weber developed a philosophy strongly pointing in the same direction as the Christian religion. Weber handed on to Slovene science 23 doctors of philosophy (PhD), and strongly influenced such important thinkers as Anton Trstenjak (the topic of his PhD in Innsbruck (1928) was Weber’s ethics). The most faithful developer of Weber’s thought is Ludovik Bartelj, who lives as a priest at Dole pri Litiji (born in Mirna Peč, 1913, 1973 PhD in theology at the Faculty of Theology in Ljubljana). He published 11 philosophical books in which he presented his numerous ways to God. The heart of his Christian realistic philosophy constitutes (idea of) a depth reason (immediate experience of (Proto)reality) and his philosophical (moral) psychology.

We must also mention an important Slovene and Argentinian philosopher Milan Komar (Emilio Komar). He was born in Ljubljana (1921). After the Second World War he left Europe. He became a professor for the history of modern philosophy at the Universidad Católica Argentina, where he had taught for decades. In 1992 he was invested with an order by the pope John Paul II.

39 Cf. B. Žalec´s texts »Milan Komar, his life and work«, and »Sweet drudge of meaning« (a short outline of Komar’s thought), both in M. Komar, Red in misterij (Order and Mistery), Ljubljana 2002.
realistic Christian philosophy, was established and inspired in great part by the thought of Thomas Aquinas. He deals with the reperiodisation of philosophy, and studied in detail rationalistic traditions, he developed a critique of modern autonomous philosophy (Kant, Hegel, Marx, Adorno) and culture, and he made important contributions to depth psychology.\(^{40}\)

Bojan Žalec (born 1966), a member of Juhant’s research group, researches Slovene philosophical tradition (he is the leading expert for F. Veber and his »school«\(^{41}\)). In addition, he has studied in detail some phenomena of modern (19\(^{st}\) and 20\(^{th}\) century) philosophy, intervowen with intentionality, semantic, and epistemological problems (Austrian philosophy, analytical philosophy), moral psychology, ethics (Ch. Taylor, A. MacIntyre, R. Rorty), and philosophical anthropology.\(^{42}\)

Other philosophers are mostly engaged in the social and ideological questions of the society. Anton Stres published books on Marxist philosophy and social philosophy and ethics. Besides Juhant, Edi Kovač and Branko Klun\(^{43}\) work on philosophy of postmodernity. The last two philosophers are occupied with Emmanuel Levinas. The philosophy of Martin Heidegger has been very influential in Slovenia. Robert Petkovšek presented Heidegger’s relation to Plato.\(^{44}\) Anton Jamnik has dealt with the problems of modern ethics. He presented the main ideas of philosophers like Taylor and Rawls and evaluated their role in the (post)modern discussion about basic ethical problems.\(^{45}\)

Štefan Ferenčak works on the Slovene Church music tradition. He wrote several theoretical discussions on this topic and published anthologies of the Slovene Church music.\(^{46}\)

Jože Krašovec, Professor for the Old Testament and a member of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts wrote three dissertations: the first at the Pontifical Biblical Institute, the second at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and the third at the Sorbonne and Institut Catholique.\(^{47}\) He has been elected President of the International Organization for the Study of the Old Testament (IOSOT), and has the task to organize in July 2007 the 19\(^{th}\) IOSOT Congress in Ljubljana. In 1984 he took the responsibility for a new translation of the Bible into Slovene, which is intended to have the character of an ecumenical
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version. The commented Bible translation has been completed and published in the year 1996 as the Slovene Standard Version. Since 2001 he has been working systematically on the forms of Biblical names in the Original and in European Bible translations.

Terezija Snežna Večko translated into Slovene language the Books of Samuel, Ruth and Esther. She is researching the meaning of guilt, punishment and forgiveness in the Books of Samuel and the problem of repents prayer in the time of the Second Temple. Her colleague Milan Matjaž has been working since his dissertation in the year 1988 on the synoptic tradition, especially on the Christological motifs of this tradition. He is investigating first Slovene translations of the Bible. The moral theologian Anton Mlinar is working on the problems of biomedical ethics. He organized the translation of the Book of Bernard Häring Frei sein in Christus, and translated himself a part of it into Slovene. Ivan Janez Štuhec is working on the social question of the 20 century and on the relations of the Church to these questions.

The fundamental theologian Drago Ocvirk is researching the relations between modern culture and the Christianity. He is searching the new institutional, symbolic and the forms of teaching, which should be able to built the European society. He is engaged with the roles of the religions, especially how they contribute to violence or its removal in the modern societies. He is searching how the religious, institutional, symbolic elements and elements of teaching, which cause violence, could be removed or respectively neutralized.

The Church historians and independent philosophers have problems to oppose the Marxist doctrine in the research and the scholar area, because the Marxist ideologists are not prepared to discuss the problem of the communist past. The revolution in particular is for the former communists a taboo. The Church historians are working on the clearing the revolutionary time. They edit the Acta ecclesiastica Sloveniae as important documents of the past of the Church and Christianity. The editor
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is an ordinary professor for the Church History Metod Benedik. Assistant Professor Historian Bogdan Kolar is working on the Slovenian emigration as a part of the Slovenian national history and a challenge for the Church communities both in the country of their origin as well as in the country chosen as a new place for living. He published a monograph treating the same topic. The second topic is the history of religious communities during the period of the totalitarian system in Slovenia and their history generally talking. A survey with the title "The Impact of the Communist Period on the Life of the Religious Communities" has been already published as a contribution of a larger project. He is working on a larger review for the time being.

Slavko Krajnc is working on the inculturation of the liturgy in the Slovene tradition. He discovered that the important Slovene liturgical, language and Church reformers, as bishop Tomáž Hren (1560-1630), parish-priest Franc Mihael Paglovec (1679-1759), the first Catholic translator of the Book of Tobias, bishop Karl Janez Herberstein (1717-1787), parish-priest Peter Pavel Glavar (1721-1784), bishop Anton Martin Slomšek (1800-1862), and ecclesiologist Franc Grivec (1878-1963), had a good sense for inculturation in the Slovene tradition. Krajnc established that Slovene priests and theologians worked to bring the liturgy closer to the simple people.

Avguštin Lah devotes his studies to basic questions of human existence in connection to current challenges as they arise in conditions of the modern world. These are the questions of human person and society, as they arise from scientific developments and views from the traditional religions. He tries to find answers to these questions in the light of biblical theological views on man and faith in God as community of love. He investigated the questions of the Vatican Council.

Anton Štrukelj was a member of the International Theological Commission selected by the Holy See. He is chief editor of the Slovene edition of the international Catholic bulletin Communio. He worked on the theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar and on the spiritual aspects of theology. As a visiting professor he was in Freibourg, Lugano and Sankt Petersburg.
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The Full Professor Ciril Sorč points out that the relations in the Holy Trinity are the necessary condition of the relations in the human society. The Perichoresis can be as an inspiration and hermeneutic principle for the relations between men\(^5^9\).

Stanko Gerjolj\(^6^0\) is assistant professor for Educational Psychology and Religious Education. His research and investigations are concerned with psychological processes of education, especially in the societies of the post-communist states. His work includes also some questions of psychology of religion education. His books for religious education (from 6\(^{th}\) to 9\(^{th}\) year of religious education) are based on the methods of Howard Gardners' theory of Multiple Intelligences, and of Gestaltpedagogik, which supplement the traditional way of catechesis.

A. S. Snoj worked out (with collaborators) a plan of the catehesis in Slovenia. It is the anthropological-kerygmatical model of reciprocity. Through this model the Slovene chatechisms \(^6^1\) were written.

Peter Kvaternik is a member of different international associations of pastoral theologians. Together with Juhant, Potočnik, Valenčič he guided the research project “Rapture”. They researched the changes in the ten countries of former communism in comparison with other totalitarian systems of the 20th century. The pastoral-theologian work of Kvaternik is dedicated to the problems of the Church’s announcement in the (post)modern world.\(^6^2\) Christian Gostečnik has developed a program for master and specialist of the family therapy. It is a very well accepted program of therapy for the life of families.

\(^6^1\) Vgl. S. Snoj, Katehetika: didaktična izhodišča religijskega, verskega in katehetskega pouka (Die Kathechetik: der didaktischen Grundlagen Religions, Glaubens- und Kathechetik-Unterrichts, Ljubljana (Salve) 2003; Pripovedovalna teologija – meje in možnosti (Narrative Theology – Borders und Chances), Ljubljana (Salve) 2000.
Theology and freedom

We have already discussed the problem of the freedom of theology. It is a very important problem, especially in the former communist countries. To combine the concepts “belief” and “knowing” is to make a square circle. The impossibility to know the “last” truth of man and the world leads us to the mystery of faith and to the theologia negativa. As Rahner pointed out: “The history of the concept of theology has in its foundation the conflict between poetic-religious grounding in mythology and conceptual-philosophical grounding in metaphysics.” He has in his mind the Antic background, but the problem still remains and it is related to the problem of freedom of theological investigation. The Slovene theological authors pointed out this problem in different ways. They are more or less dependent on our past with the pressure of the communist regime. They deal with the question of freedom on the topic of problems: the philosophical streams, ideology and transition, societal dimension of the human rights, religion and violence, the man for the ethical challenge of science and especially for the economical processes of globalisation, questions of didactic and pastoral in the transition, the problems of post-modern society and the possibilities for the theology and the Church in the individualized society. They research different forms of fundamentalism, the relations between religion and violence, and the role of the scripture and the Catholic tradition in these processes in the Church and in the society. The relation between the Church (theology) and society is a very important one, because individualism has taken a part in society and in the Church.

Above all, the question of freedom should not be excluded or marginalized in the Church. The question of freedom (in God) could only be solved - through Rahner and Schnackenburg - in the readiness for a permanent hearing to the history of the relation between man and God, and also for the existential experience. It means the openness for reciprocal hearing and speaking in the community of the Church.

The role of the theology is more and more difficult. From one side this role is much less questioned by society and especially by the person of today. This person is ready to solve their problems by themselves without always involving problems of this individualism. They are not ready to submit to the Church hierarchical statements and prescriptions. Despite self-isolation, the postmodern person is not prepared to submit to the community, and especially this person is not ready to submit to an organized group or institution like the Church. On the other hand the postmodern person is suffering because of self-isolation.

It is a specific problem of the post-communist person to find his/her new role in the world. It is much more difficult for the post-communist man/woman.

Theology has a very ungrateful task: to show the way of freedom of this individualized man/woman. But the task is ungrateful from the other side too, because the institutional Church is not

ready, not able enough to accept this situation of the postmodern man. This position of the postmodern man frightens the Church. Because of it, the Church is trying to limit the freedom institutionally to save the postmodern man/woman from the risks of individual life. Despite this theologians have the task to deal with the freedom of the human and they have to hold out this tension between the individual freedom of modern person and the freedom of children of God. The institutional Church has to support this project, but the question remains, whether the Church can survive these opposites. The postmodern man/woman and society as a whole would be grateful for this. But it is so big a challenge for it that the Church should be changed, as Beck pointed out: The Church is an important institution of globalization, which has all the structures of globalisation, but it has to be changed if it wants to overcome the present state of a zombie. But it is not a problem of the Church in Slovenia, but of the whole Catholic Church in the postmodern world.
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